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The presence of illiquid assets, such as human wealth or a family owned business, complicates the
problem of portfolio choice. This paper is concerned with the problem of optimal asset allocation and
consumption in a continuous time model when one asset cannot be traded. This illiquid asset, which
depends on an uninsurable source of risk, provides a liquid dividend. In the case of human capital
we can think about this dividend as labor income. The agent is endowed with a given amount of the
illiquid asset and with some liquid wealth which can be allocated in a market where there is a risky
and a riskless asset. The main point of the paper is that the optimal allocations to the two liquid assets
and consumption will critically depend on the endowment and characteristics of the illiquid asset,
in addition to the preferences and to the liquid holdings held by the agent. We provide what we believe
to be the first analytical solution to this problem when the agent has power utility of consumption and
terminal wealth. We also derive the value that the agent assigns to the illiquid asset. The risk adjusted
valuation procedure we develop can be used to value both liquid and illiquid assets, as well as contingent
claims on those assets.
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The problem of optimal asset allocation is of great importance both in the
theory as well as in the practice of ﬁnance. Since the seminal work of
Markowitz (1952) scholars and practitioners have looked at the issue of how
much money should an investor optimally allocate to diﬀerent assets or as-
set classes. The single period model of Markowitz (1952) was extended to
a multiperiod setting by Samuelson (1969) and then to continuous time by
Merton (1969, 1971). The traditional approach assumes that all assets can
be traded at all times. This paper is concerned with optimal asset allocation
in a continuous time model when one asset cannot be traded.
Typical examples of assets in which trading is problematic include human
wealth and a family owned business. When the asset allocation problem is
solved without taking into account the existence of these “illiquid”assets the
allocation is certainly suboptimal. Consider the following example.a Two
individuals with the same wealth, the same preferences and the same hori-
zon would invest in the same portfolio using the traditional asset allocation
framework. However, if one of the individuals is a stock broker with his
human wealth highly correlated with the stock market, and the other is a
tenured university professor with his human wealth independent of the stock
market, it would be reasonable to expect that they would have diﬀerent
allocations. This is the problem we address in this paper.
There are many deﬁnitions of illiquid assets. To make the problem
tractable, in this paper we assume that illiquidity prevents the trading of
the asset over the time horizon we consider (though this time horizon could
become inﬁnite). The illiquid asset, however, provides a liquid ”dividend”
that is related to the level of an observable state variable associated with
the illiquid asset. In the case of human wealth the dividend could be labor
income and in the case of a proprietorship it could be distributed proﬁts from
the business. The uncertainty that drives the illiquid asset cannot be fully
diversiﬁed in the market. Since the asset is not traded, the state variable
associated with the illiquid asset can not be interpreted as a price. In the
ﬁnite horizon case this state variable becomes the price of the asset only at
the terminal date.
We assume that the agent in endowed with a given amount of the illiquid
asset and with some liquid wealth which can be allocated in a market where
there are two liquid assets: a risky asset and a risk free asset. The main point
of this paper is that the allocations to the two liquid assets and consumption
will critically depend on the endowment and characteristics of the illiquid
asset, in addition to the preferences and liquid wealth of the agent.
aThis example was presented by Robert Merton in a talk in Verona, Italy in June 2003.
2In the process of establishing the optimal allocation to the liquid assets
we also derive the value that the agent assigns to the illiquid asset. This
value depends not only on the level of the state variable associated with the
illiquid asset, but also on the preferences of the agent.
The problem of asset allocation in the presence of illiquid assets has been
the subject of intense research in the ﬁnance literature since the late 60’s.
Recognizing the complexity of the subject simplifying assumptions have been
introduced to make the problem tractable.
Among non tradable assets, human wealth is certainly the most relevant
source of risk in the individual allocation problem which is diﬃcult to insure
or diversify. Bodie, Merton and Samuleson (1992) consider a long horizon in-
vestor with a riskless stream of labor income and show that an investor with
riskless non tradable human wealth should tilt his ﬁnancial portfolio toward
stocks relative to an investor who owns only tradable stock. Jagannathan
and Kocherlakota (1996) show that this advice is economically sound as long
as the human wealth is relatively uncorrelated with stock returns. Zeldes
(1989) performs a numerical study of a discrete time model of optimal con-
sumption in the presence of stochastic income. Koo (1995) and Heaton and
Lucas (1997) introduce risky labor income and portfolio constraints in an
inﬁnite horizon portfolio choice problem and, using a numerical simulation,
focus on how the presence of background risks from sources such as labor,
inﬂuences consumption and portfolio choice. Both papers ﬁnd that investors
hold most of their ﬁnancial wealth in stocks. Koo (1995) shows numeri-
cally that an increase in the variance of permanent income shocks decreases
both the optimal portfolio allocation to stocks and the consumption labor
income ratio of power utility investors. In a discrete time framework Viceira
(2001) considers an approximate solution and ﬁnds that positive correlation
between labor income innovations and unexpected ﬁnancial returns reduces
the investor’s willingness to hold liquid risky asset because of its poor prop-
erties as an hedge against unexpected declines in labor income. Consistently,
Heaton and Lucas (2000) ﬁnd that entrepreneurs have signiﬁcantly safer port-
folios of ﬁnancial assets than other investors with similar wage and wealth.
Campbell and Viceira (2002) provide a comprehensive discussion of the em-
pirical testing and of the economic implications of including human wealth
in the household portfolio choice problem. Dybvig and Liu (2004) consider
a lifetime consumption/investment model with endogenous retirement date.
Wang (2006) provides a complete discussion of the consumption choices of
an agent with human and liquid wealth under the assumption of exponential
utility function.
A related literature deals with portfolio choice in the presence of assets
which cannot be traded. To our knowledge the ﬁrst treatment is due to Myers
3(1972, 1973) which solves the static version of the problem. In a dynamic con-
text, the problem we solve can be seen as the limit of large transaction costs
of the Grossmann and Laroque (1990) model for illiquid durables. Svensson
and Werner (1993) provide a treatment with exponential preferences. Kahl
Liu and Longstaﬀ (2003) formulate and provide a numerical solution to the
optimal dynamic allocation problem of an investor with power utility whose
portfolio includes a stock which cannot be sold. Among the possible sources
of background risk in household portfolios, housing is certainly one impor-
tant asset class that is relatively illiquid and undiversiﬁed. Analyzing risk
and return is however complicated because of the unobservable ﬂow of con-
sumption of housing services. Flavin and Yamashita (1998) consider housing
both as an asset and as a source of consumption, and obtain the optimal
portfolio allocations by simulation.
There is a large strand of the literature in stochastic optimization which
addresses the continuous time portfolio allocation problem in incomplete
markets both with the direct partial diﬀerential equation approach and with
the martingale-measure duality approach. Duﬃe, Fleming, Soner and Za-
riphopolou (1997) study an asset allocation problem for an investor which
maximizes HARA utility (with relative risk aversion coeﬃcient smaller than
1) from consumption in a market composed by a risky and a riskless asset and
receives an income which cannot be replicated by other securities. This study
proves existence, uniqueness and regularity of the value function, while the
optimal consumption path and the allocation strategy are implicitly speciﬁed
throughout a feedback expression. Koo (1998) analyzes the same problem in
the presence of constraints.
The stochastic optimization problem we discuss is strictly related to the
utility based pricing of contingent claims whose underlying assets are non
traded. Some of the important references are: Davis (1999), Detemple and
Sundaresan (1999), Tepl` a (2000), Hobson and Henderson (2002), Henderson
(2002) and Musiela and Zariphopolou (2004a). However, the case of an agent
with power utility for consumption and terminal wealth, with dividends from
the illiquid asset has so far resisted analytical treatment.
Our results are based on the duality approach pioneered by Cox and
Huang (1989), He and Person (1991), and Karatzas et al. (1991). He and
Pages (1993) and El Karoui and Jeanblanc (1998) deal with a constrained ver-
sion of the problem when labor income risk can be diversiﬁed in the market.
When the agent receives an uninsurable random endowment the mathemati-
cal formulation of the stochastic control problem becomes diﬃcult. Existence
results under very general conditions on the price processes and on the utility
function have been obtained by Cuoco (1997) attacking directly the primal
problem, while exact results on the duality approach have been established
4by Cvitanic, Schachermayer and Wang (2001) in the case of maximization of
utility from terminal wealth and extended by Karatzas and Zitkovic (2003)
and Zitkovic (2005) to the problem with intertemporal consumption and
constraints. Our solution strategy is closely related to the dual veriﬁcation
approach of Mnif and Pham (2001) the solution to the primal problem is
characterized in terms of the solution to a dual singular control problem
which is solved by making use of the dynamic programming principle.
As far as we are aware, our paper contains the ﬁrst analytical solution to
this problem when the agent has power utility of consumption and terminal
wealth. The analytical solution obtained allows us to quantify the impact
of the assets characteristics and the agent preferences on optimal asset al-
location and consumption. In particular, we show that the higher is the
correlation between the liquid and the illiquid asset, the lower will be the
allocation to the risky liquid asset. So, in the example given above the pro-
fessor would optimally invest a higher proportion of his liquid wealth in the
risky liquid asset than the stock broker. Since the human wealth of the stock
broker is highly correlated with the stock market, and his human wealth is
non tradable, he will tend to invest a smaller fraction of his liquid wealth in
the market portfolio.
The analysis of the optimal consumption out of liquid assets shows that
the agent will make his consumption decision looking not only at his liquid
wealth but taking into account also his illiquid wealth. The computation
of the elasticity of consumption with respect to liquid and illiquid wealth
shows that for an agent with constant relative risk aversion the propensity to
consume out of liquid wealth will be always larger than out of illiquid wealth.
Moreover, the solution provides the expression for the stochastic discount
factor that the agent uses for his/her valuation of the illiquid asset. The
procedure reduces to risk neutral valuation for the liquid assets, while the
risk adjustment for valuing illiquid assets is found to be state dependent. The
optimal value function of the allocation/consumption problem determines the
analytical expression of the risk adjustment as a function of the liquidity state
variable, the preferences of the investor and the volatility of the non-traded
source of risk.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the economic
setting and its mathematical formulation, in Section 3 we provide the analyt-
ical solution to the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equation. Section 4 provides a
discussion of the optimal consumption and allocation policies. Section 5 de-
rives the stochastic discount factor that the agent will use in the valuation of
the illiquid asset. In Section 6 we analyze the sensitivity of the control poli-
cies to diﬀerent parameters and Section 7 concludes. The Appendix contains
the proofs and some technical results.
52 Economic setting
Consider a continuous time economy where prices evolve stochastically in a
ﬁltered probability space {Ω,F,P} supporting a two dimensional Brownian
motion (W 1
t ,W 2
t ) where F = {Ft}t≤T and Ft represents the augmented ﬁl-
tration generated by all the information reﬂected in the market up to time t
and P is the objective probability measure. All the processes will be assumed
to be adapted to F. We ﬁx a ﬁnal time horizon T, the epoch at which the
non traded (illiquid) asset becomes tradable and can be consumed.
The market is composed of three assets:
• The risk free bond Bt, whose dynamics is:
dBt = rBtdt t ≤ T,
where r is the continuously compounded risk free interest rate which,
for simplicity, we assume to be constant.
• A traded liquid risky asset St, whose dynamics is:
dSt
St
= αdt + σdW
1
t t ≤ T,
where α (> r)is the continuously compounded expected rate of return
on the risky liquid asset, and σ is the continuous standard deviation of
the rate of return.b
• An illiquid risky asset Ht (no trading is allowed until time T, when it
can be consumed), whose dynamics is:
dHt
Ht








t ≤ T, (1)
where µ is the continuously compounded total expected rate of return
on the risky illiquid asset, δ > 0 is the liquid continuous rate of dividend
paid by the illiquid asset, η is the continuous standard deviation of the
rate of return, and ρ is the correlation coeﬃcient between the dynamics
of the liquid and the illiquid risky asset.c
bFor simplicity we assume that the liquid risky asset pays no dividends, but the analysis
would be the same if the asset paid a continuous dividend
cSince human wealth will enter in the state equation for liquid wealth equation only
through dividends, the dividend plays exactly the same role of a stochastic income for
the agent. For this reason, our allocation problem can be considered as the nite horizon
counterpart of an allocation problem in the presence of an uninsurable stochastic income.
6Since the illiquid asset Ht cannot be traded at any time t < T , it repre-
sents the level of a state variable associated with the illiquid asset, i.e. the
process which generates the random cashﬂows: δHt at time t < T and HT
at time T. At time T, the state variable, HT, becomes equal to the price of
the illiquid asset.
We assume that the investor has time additive separable preferences and
maximizes a CRRA utility from consumption and ﬁnal wealth, with positive
relative risk aversion coeﬃcient γ > 0 and diﬀerent from 1. The intertempo-



















with Uγ (x) =
x1−γ
1 − γ
for x ≥ 0, Uγ (x) = −∞ for x < 0.
The set of admissible plans with initial liquid wealth l, and initial level of
the illiquid state variable h, A(l,h,t), is deﬁned as the set of admissible
consumption-allocation plans (c,π). The consumption stream, c ≡ (cτ)t≤τ≤T,







t≤τ≤T denotes the dollar amounts invested in the risky
and riskless liquid assets at any time τ between t and T. Assume that at time
t the agent holds an amount of liquid wealth l > 0, and a nominal amount of
illiquid asset Ht = h ≥ 0, then (c,π) is admissible if there exists a strategy
π which ﬁnances a consumption stream c, i.e.










T + HT, (3)
and the dynamics of liquid wealth is:









At the ﬁnal time T the investor will optimally consume his total liquid wealth,
W
π,c
T = LT which includes the wealth obtained by liquid investment, LT− =
limt→T− Lt, and the illiquid wealth, HT, i.e. LT = LT− + HT. It is assumed
that the agent faces the solvency constraint that the ﬁnal liquid wealth must
be non negative, i.e. W
π,c
T ≥ 0. If the illiquid asset is perfectly correlated with
the market the agent will eﬀectively borrow since he can perfectly hedge the
risk of both assets. Our discussion will focus to the more interesting situation
7of an illiquid asset which is partially correlated with the market. It will be
assumed that −1 < ρ < 1 and γ > 0. Under these hypotheses, starting
with strictly positive liquid wealth, it will never be optimal to reach negative
liquid wealth at t < T. This is implied by the following argument: suppose on
the contrary that a negative position in liquid wealth is possible, then there
would be a small but non vanishing probability for the ﬁnal total wealth to
be negative but this is prevented by the fact that marginal utility at time T
is diverging at zero liquid wealth. Hence in order to have nonnegative liquid
wealth at time T the agent will never borrow and the solvency constraint
implies the stronger no-borrowing constraint: Lt ≥ 0 a.s. for any t ≤ T.
In order to ﬁnd an optimal solution process for wealth which does not
violate the no borrowing constraint, we are forced to enlarge the class of
admissible dynamic allocation policies including also singular consumption
and allocation policies, i.e. the consumption rate and the allocation can be
changed by a ﬁnite amount in an inﬁnitesimal time. These singular policies
will typically occur when the zero wealth boundary is hit and the liquidity
constraint becomes active.
3 Solution of the stochastic optimization
problem
We search for the value function deﬁned by:





The Hamilton Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equation corresponding to the above
stochastic optimization problem when t < T can be written as:





2Vhh (l,h,t) + (rl + δh)Vl (l,h,t) (6)
















2Vll (l,h,t) + π
SηρσhVlh (l,h,t) + (α − r)π
SVl (l,h,t)




when l,h ≥ 0. With terminal boundary condition:
lim




8When l > 0 the optimal allocation and consumption strategies will be ob-
tained in feedback form solving:

































∗ (0,h,t) = 0 (9)
in fact for any allocation to the risky asset diﬀerent from zero there would
be a positive probability to violate the no-borrowing constraint.
3.1 Homogeneity transformation
In order to reduce the number of state variables in the HJB equation from
two to one we conjecture that the value function that solves eq. (6) when
l ≥ 0 and h ̸= 0 has the form:
V (l,h,t) = h
1−γV (z,t) (10)
z = l/h,
and verify that we obtain a single variable HJB equation for the reduced
value function V (z,t). The value function for the problem h = 0 is given by
the solution to the standard Merton (1971) solution. Inserting the expression
(10) in (6) and performing the maximizations in (7,8) we obtain that V (z,t),
z > 0, t < T has to obey:d






2Vzz (z,t) + F (Vz (z,t)),
where:
F (x) = max
c≥0
{




if z > 0
dThe expressions for the derivatives are given in Appendix 8.9.
9and the coeﬃcients are given by:




























When z = 0 the corresponding reduced HJB equation is given by:
0 = Vt (0,t) + K1V (0,t) + F0 (Vz (0,t)),
F0 (x) = max
0≤c≤δ
{




The computation of the constrained maximization is detailed in the Ap-
pendix. The terminal boundary condition is given by:




, z = l/h,
In a related framework, Duﬃe et al. (1997) observe that the above reduced
HJB equation corresponds to a stochastic optimization problem for an agent
with HARA utility solving a consumption investment problem where the
state variable zt represents the liquid wealth of the agent at time t which
consumes c , c∗ (z,1,t), receives a constant liquid endowment with a rate δ
for t ≤ T and a lump sum payment of 1 at time T and the allocation strategies
are restricted by the no borrowing constraint zt ≥ 0. A key diﬀerence with
respect to the original problem is that the endowment received by the agent
is non stochastic, since the change of variables allows to factor the term
depending from Ht out of the value function. In the next section we use a
duality transformation to determine an explicit expression of the reduced
value function V (z,t) for z ≥ 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
3.2 Duality Transformation
In order to solve the above HJB equation for V (z,t) we need to consider a
change of variables: we introduce the dual value function for the consumption
investment problem,   V (y,t), which is related to V (z,t) by the transform:
  V (y,t) := sup
z≥0
{V (z,t) − zy} (12)
10The new variable y can be interpreted as the marginal indirect utility level
rescaled by a factor h−γ. The time T terminal condition for the reduced dual
value function is given by:
  V (y,T) = y − β
1/γyb
b
y ∈ DT , (0,β)






b = 1 −
1
γ
The presence of the state constraint complicates the discussion of the dual
problem introducing a boundary in the domain of the dual variable y.
Under the hypothesis that δ > 0, the agent with zero liquid wealth can
still consume a fraction of the dividend rate and correspondingly the level of
the dual variable, the scaled marginal utility from optimal consumption at
the zero wealth boundary is ﬁnite, i.e.
yB (t) , lim
z→0+ Vz (z,t) < +∞
thus at each time for t < T the domain of deﬁnition of the dual value function
can be split into two regions Dt and Dc
t deﬁned by




t , {y ∈ (0,+∞) | y ≥ yB (t)} ∩
{
y ∈ (0,+∞) | y
−1/γ ≤ δ
}
The deﬁnition of Dc
t takes into account that at zero liquid wealth the agent
cannot consume more than the liquid dividend rate, hence the set of admis-
sible values for the dual state variable y ≥ yB (t) is further restricted by the
control constraint c = y−1/γ ≤ δ which implies y ≥ δ
−γ.
Two diﬀerent domain conﬁgurations are possible : if yB (t) ≥ δ
−γ, then
Dc
t = [yB (t),+∞), the set Dt∪Dc
t = (0,+yB (t))∪[yB (t),+∞) is connected
and yB (t) separates Dt from Dc
t, i.e. Dt ∩Dc
t = {yB (t)}. This situation will
be denoted as Regime I.














is not connected. This situation will be denoted as
Regime II. Its characterizing feature is the anomalous geometry of the state
space, which is formed by two regions not connected.
113.3 The dual value function in Dt
The reconstruction of the scaled primal value functions from the dual one
is straightforward in the domain Dt provided that the dual value function
veriﬁes the following assumption on regularity:
Condition A The reduced dual value function   V (y,t) is a strictly convex,
continuous function with continuous derivatives w.r.t to y ∈ Dt up to third
order and continuous ﬁrst order derivatives w.r.t. t ∈ (0,T).   R(y,t) ,
−  Vy (y,t)/
[




     R(y,t)
 
    ≤ K ∈ R, ∀y ∈ Dt and
t ∈ [0,T].
Strict concavity of the value function (implied by Condition A) implies
that Vz (z,t) is a decreasing function of z and it is possible to deﬁne:
z (y,t) = inf {z : z > 0, Vz (z,t) < y}
and the relation z (y,t) : Dt → {z > 0} is one to one. As a consequence the
Fenchel Legendre transform can be inverted and the following parametric
representation of V (z,t) holds:
V (z,t) =   V (z (y,t),t) + z (y,t)y y ∈ Dt
z = z (y,t)
Hence the determination of the convex dual function   V (y,t) for y ∈ Dt
uniquely identiﬁes V (z,t) for z > 0.
In addition, in the domain Dt, diﬀerentiation of the convex duality rela-
tion implies that the following relations between the derivatives of V (z,t)
and   V (y,t) hold:
y = Vz (z,t),   Vy (y,t) = −z, Vzz (z,t) = −
1
  Vyy (y,t)
, (13)






d  Vy (y,t)
= −
1
  Vyy (y,t)
.
Direct substitution of these relations in the HJB equation (11) for V (z,t)




  V (y,t)
]
,   Vt (y,t) + K1  V (y,t) − (K1 + K2)y  Vy (y,t)
+K3y
2  Vyy (y,t) − K4
(
  Vy (y,t)
)2
  Vyy (y,t)
+ F (y) = 0 (14)
12with terminal boundary condition:
lim
t→T−






y ∈ DT = (0,β)
A term by term derivation of eq.(14) with respect to y implies the follow-
ing equation for z (y,t) = −  Vy (y,t) in Dt:
Λ[z (y,t)] : =
∂
∂t












2zyy (y,t) − y
−1/γ + δ = 0 (15)
3.4 The dual value function in Dt ∪ Dc
t and the condi-
tions at the boundary yB (t)
Consider now the domain Dc. In this region the non-increasing property of
Vz (z,t) implies that the constraint z ≥ 0 is binding. Recalling the relation
z = −  Vy (y,t), it is immediate to verify that Dt corresponds to the region
where −  Vy (y,t) > 0 and HJB
[
  V (y,t)
]
= 0. Dc
t is a subset of the region
identiﬁed by the condition, z (y,t) = 0. Extending the relation z = −  Vy (y,t)
to Dc
t and following a standard construction, the deﬁnition of the reduced
dual value function   V (y,t) can be extended to the complete domain Dt∪Dc
t





  V (y,t)
]




t is characterized by a constant dual value function, in fact z (y,t) =
−  Vy (y,t) = 0 while HJB
[
  V (y,t)
]
> 0. Repeating the same argument, the
optimal function z (y,t) solves:
min{Λ[z (y,t)],z (y,t)} = 0 (17)
This equation implies that at optimality the optimal liquid wealth plus
the total consumption up to time t evolves like a martingale. To complete
the identiﬁcation of the dual value function which produces the solution to
the original optimization problem and state the corresponding Veriﬁcation
theorem, the variational equation (16) has to be completed with a set of
lateral boundary conditions to be veriﬁed by   V (y,t) in the limit y → yB (t).
In the following we introduce the proper set of lateral conditions. First, the




−  Vy (y,t) = 0 (18)
In Regime I the boundary point yB (t) is a point of separation of Dt
from Dc
t, i.e. Dt ∩Dc
t = {yB (t)}, hence continuity of the dual value function
imposes that the left limit of   V (y,t) for y → yB (t)
− ∈ Dt and the right limit





  V (y,t) = lim
y→yB(t)+
  V (y,t) ∀t ∈ [0,τ
∗] (19)
In Regime II Dc
t is disconnected from Dt, thus the regions Dt and Dc
t are
disjoint i.e. Dt ∩Dc
t = ∅, hence condition (19) is not necessary.
Last but not least, the admissibility conditions impose that at zero wealth
the agent can invest a fraction of the liquid dividend only in the riskless asset,
or equivalently, that he\she sets the subjective price of risk is set at zero. The




  Vyy (y,t) = lim
y→yB(t)−∈Dt
−zy (y,t) = 0 (20)
while the condition that the price of the uninsurable risk component is van-
ishing implies the limiting condition for the nonlinear term in eq.(14):
lim
y→yB(t)−∈Dt
  Vy (y,t)
y  Vyy (y,t)
= 0 (21)
The ﬁnancial implications of these conditions will be clariﬁed by the analysis
of the (singular) optimal consumption and allocation policies at zero liquid
wealth.
3.5 A series expansion solution of the dual value func-
tion   V (y,t)
The boundary value problem formed by eq. (16)) jointly with the conditions
(18), (19), (20) and (21) admits a formal series expansion solution of the
form:












It is easy to show that the ﬁrst term in the expansion corresponds exactly
to the Merton solution in complete markets. The series expansion solution
14is thus speciﬁed by the computation of the coeﬃcients {Bn (t)}n∈N. They
can be computed recursively inserting the formal expansion (22) in the HJB
equation (14) and requiring that the equivalent equation (for   Vyy (y,t) ̸= 0 ):
0 =
[
  Vt (y,t) + K1  V (y,t) − (K2 + K1)y  Vy (y,t) + K3y
2  Vyy (y,t)
]
y
2  Vyy (y,t)
+F (y)y
2  Vyy (y,t) − K4y
2
[
  Vy (y,t)
]2
, (23)
is valid. In the Appendix we show the result that after the insertion of the
expression (22) the HJB equation becomes equivalent to a system of linear
ODE with respect to time, which determine the coeﬃcients {Bn (t)}n∈N. The
numerical computation of the coeﬃcients shows that the coeﬃcients have
alternate signs and a fast decay to zero. The terminal boundary conditions
impose additional constraints on the coeﬃcients {Bn (t)}n∈N:





B1 (T) = +1,
Bn (T) = 0 n ≥ 2.
Note that the series expansion guessed in eq.(22) could provide only a local
approximation to the dual value function   V (y,t) in the limit of y → 0. On the
other hand the optimal solution is selected by the lateral boundary conditions
which require the convergence of the series expansion for y → yB (t).
Hence further information on the convergence of the series expansion is
required. The analysis of the convergence properties turns to be easier for
the derived series which determines   Vy (y,t). Recall that within the domain
of convergence of eq.(22) it is possible to exchange the derivative operator
with the summation and the expansion for   Vy (y,t) is given by:





















The mathematical and economic interpretation of this expansion is clar-
iﬁed by making use of the relations z (y,t) = −  Vy (y,t) and c , c∗ (z,1,t) =
y−1/γ which hold at the optimum. Then it is straightforward to state:
Proposition 1 The trial solution (22) is an asymptotic solution to the HJB
(14) for y → 0 if and only if the function z (c,t) which determines scaled
liquid wealth z as a function of scaled optimal consumption c , c∗ (z,1,t)




















15Assume that z (c,t) is an increasing analytic function (i.e. with a converg-
ing Taylor expansion) in c ∈ (cB (t),+∞) where cB (t) , yB (t)
−1/γwhich




z (c,t) = 0 lim
c→c−
B(t)






then the dual reduced value function   V (y,t) solving the optimization problem
is determined by:




























In Theorem 5 it will be proved that the analytic property of z (c,t) is
implied by the optimal stochastic dynamics for consumption. It is worth
noticing that Calin, Chen, Cosimano and Himonas (2005) use an analytic
series expansion to solve equilibrium asset pricing models in complete mar-
kets. Our approach can be considered as an extension of their method to the
(partial equilibrium) incomplete markets case.
3.6 The main theorem.
The application of the traditional dynamic programming approach and the
above considerations lead us to state the following
Theorem 2 Assume Condition A and the following restrictions on pa-
rameters: δ > 0, |ρ| < 1, δ
−γ > β, (K1 + K2 − 2K3) > 0. Then the following
assertions are true:
• The boundary curve (t,yB (t)), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, is given by:
yB (t) = β exp(−(K1 + K2 − 2K3)(T − t))
• Let V> (z,t) : (0,+∞) × [0,T] → R be deﬁned by:
V> (z,t) = inf
y∈Dt=(0,yB(t))
{
  V (y,t) + zy
}
, (28)
where   V (y,t), y ∈ (0,yB (t)), is the solution (27) to the boundary value
problem formed by eq. (16) jointly with the conditions (18), (19), (20)




B (t) = −K1  V








then it is possible to deﬁne a concave function
V (z,t) =
{
V> (z,t) z > 0
  VB (t) z = 0
and the function
V (l,h,t) = h
1−γV (z,t)
z = l/h
is the value function (5) which solves (6) in (l,h,t) ∈ [0,+∞) ×
(0,+∞) × [0,T].
• Let τ∗ be deﬁned as in eq.(46). Then τ∗ separates two diﬀerent regimes
depending on the time to liquidation of the illiquid asset:
Regime I yB (t)
−1/γ ≥ δ 0 ≤ t < τ
∗
Regime II yB (t)
−1/γ < δ τ
∗ ≤ t < T
In Regime I the reduced value function V (z,t) admits a continuous
extension to the domain: [0,+∞) × [0,T]. In Regime II the reduced
value function V (z,t) is discontinuous in the limit z → 0+ for τ∗ <
t < T:
lim
z→0+ V (z,t) ̸= V (0,t) =   V
B (t)
Proof The theorem is proved in the Appendix. End Proof
The value function is concave but possibly discontinuous in the domain
(t,z) ∈ (0,T) × [0,+∞). Lack of regularity of the solution complicates the
application of the dynamic programming veriﬁcation approach to the primal
problem. For this reason the proof makes use of the dual veriﬁcation approach
discussed in Mnif and Pham (2001) which extends to the incomplete market
case the duality method explored by He and Pag` es (1991) and El Karoui and
Jeanblanc (1997).
174 Stochastic evolution for the dual variable
yt
The feedback formula (7) implies that y has the economic interpretation of
a (scaled) shadow price for the individual’s optimal consumption plans. In
the approach of He and Pag` es (1991) and El Karoui and Jeanblanc (1997),
the optimal stochastic dynamics for the dual variable y is determined as a
solution to a dual stochastic minimization problem. In our derivation the
singular diﬀusion process for yt can be reconstructed from eq.s (16, 17) and
by the set of lateral boundary conditions. This is stated in the next:
Proposition 3 Let LyB(t) (yt) the local time of the process yt at the boundary
yB (t). Then optimal stochastic dynamics for the shadow price of consump-
tion yt ∈ (0,yB (t)) for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ∗























The initial condition y0 corresponding to z0 = l/h is uniquely determined by
the equation:
z0 = −  Vy (y0,0)
By construction yt is reﬂected at yB (t) at any boundary hitting time:
τ
R
t (ω) = inf
{
τ ≥ t : t < τ < τ
∗, lim
τ′→τ− yτ′ (ω) = yB (τ)
}
while at the killing time:
τ
B (ω) = inf
{
τ ≥ 0 : τ
∗ < τ ≤ T, lim
τ′→τ− yτ′ (ω) = yB (τ)
}
(30)
(with the convention that inf∅ = T) the process collapses to the state yt =
δ
−γ where it remains until liquidation.
Proof See the Appendix. End Proof
Straightforward application of Ito lemma to the relations c = y−1/γ and
z (y,t) = −  Vy (y,t) determines the optimal evolution of consumption ct and
scaled liquid wealth zt.
184.1 The (singular) consumption and allocation policies
at zero liquid wealth
Having completed the analysis of the boundary behavior for the dual state
process yt, it is now possible to provide a complete description of the optimal
control policies at zero liquid wealth which can be summarized as follows:
• Regime I : 0 < t ≤ τ∗ The agents’ savings produce a positive inﬂow
of wealth that determine the instantaneous exit from the illiquid state
l = 0. When the zero wealth boundary is hit, the agent can consume
only out of the dividend rate. Since the constraint y > δ
−γ is not




∗ (t) < δh (31)
hence the agent saves a fraction of the dividend rate which is invested in
the riskless asset and instantaneously exits from the zero liquid wealth
state.
• Regime II : τ∗ ≤ t ≤ T If the zero liquid wealth boundary is reached
after τ∗, the proximity of the liquidation time T raises the agent’s will-
ingness to consume beyond the dividend rate level δh. Since borrow-
ing is not permitted, the maximum amount is limited to the available
liquid wealth which equals the dividend rate. This implies that the
no-borrowing constraint binds and the optimal consumption level must
be set equal to the dividend rate:
c
B
∗ (t) = δh (32)
until ﬁnal liquidation. The agent in this state does not save thus the
allocation to liquid risky and riskless assets is 0.
4.2 The regularity of the (scaled) wealth-consumption
function z (c,t)
In the original Merton model the lognormal property of optimal consump-
tion implies a linear wealth-consumption function. A similar argument can
be used to characterize the regularity of the (scaled) wealth consumption
function in the illiquid market framework. The next theorem states the fol-
lowing important extension of the complete market setup: ﬁrst, the optimal
scaled consumption evolution is in the class of the time changed Bessel pro-
cesses, a class of processes which includes also lognormal ones. Second, the
time changed Bessel property for optimal consumption dynamics implies that
19the optimal (scaled) wealth-consumption function z (c,t) is analytic and is
monotonic increasing. These two regularity properties, which are necessary
in order to prove Prop.1 and Th.2, are proved by showing that the inverse
of z (c,t) belongs to a special class of functions which are deﬁned in the
following:
Denition 4 (C. Loewner 1964) A function f : (0,+∞) which is (real)
analytic in (0,+∞) and can be analytically continued to a one-to-one map
of the upper half complex plane H into itself is said to be a ”conformal trans-
formation”. Each conformal function f is a matrix monotone function of
arbitrary order e and is generated by the composition of inﬁnitesimal trans-
formations with the same property.
To draw an analogy with familiar models, the class of conformal trans-
formations in this framework plays the role which exponential aﬃne func-
tions play for traditional aﬃne factor models. As the family of exponential
aﬃne functions is mapped in itself by the aﬃne factor dynamics, in the same
way the (time changed) Bessel dynamics maps the class of inverse conformal
transformations in itself. This connection has been recently discovered in
Bernard and Bauer (2002, 2003) in connection with the recent developments
in the analysis of Schramm Loewner evolutions, see Schramm Lawler Werner
(2003). Then we can state:
Theorem 5 Consider the following rescaling of variables:
  δ1 (T − t) = δ exp
[




  ct = ct exp
[




  z (  c,T − t) = z (c,t)exp[(K2 + 2K4)(T − t)] (33)
then:
• Scaled consumption   c evolves like a time changed Bessel process re-
stricted to the state space   c ∈ [1,+∞) and reﬂected at the boundary
eA function f is said matrix monotone of order n in (0;+∞) if for any value 0 < x1 <




   
 
f (xi) − f (yj)
xi − yj
 




is positive, detM(m) ≥ 0, for a discussion of their properties see Donoghue (1974)
20point for for t < τB (ω),   cB = 1:















ν (  cs,T − s)ds t ≤ τ
B (ω)






  z (  c,T − s)
  c  ze c (  c,T − s)
)2]
• Assume K3 ̸= 0, then the function   z (  c,τ) is (the inverse of) a confor-
mal transformation, thus it is analytic and monotonic increasing and
by Eq.(33) determines a unique real analytic increasing function z (c,t).
• The analytic increasing function z (c,t) determines a unique convex
dual value function   V (y,t) in y ∈ (0,yB (t)) by Proposition 1 eq. (27)
which satisﬁes all the assumptions in Condition A. Hence Theorem
2 can be applied and the solution to the original stochastic optimization
problem is uniquely determined.
Proof The Theorem is proved in the Appendix. End Proof
This regularity result is extremely useful to simplify the analysis of op-
timal allocation and consumption choice in incomplete markets. In fact it
makes available a broad spectrum of numerical techniques like interpolation
and rational approximation schemes for analytic and univalent functions. A
general introduction to these applied numerical methods is given in Henrici
(1991).
The solution approach presented in this paper provides a constructive
scheme to produce the numerical evaluation of the solution. In fact the
computation of the solution is reduced to the computation of the analytic
function z (c,t) as deﬁned by a set of interpolation conditions like (25), (26).
Applied numerical analysis oﬀers a variety of methods to reproduce an an-
alytic function with an arbitrary accuracy using a polynomial or a rational
function. In the numerical example we will practically exemplify the numer-
ical determination of the solution. In particular it will be shown that the
solution can be approximated by:
  V
(N)





















where P (N) is a polynomial function of degree N −2 such that P (N) (0) ̸= 0.
The presence of a double root corresponding to y1/γ = yB (t)
1/γ grants that
21this class of functions satisﬁes the required boundary conditions at y = yB (t).
The exact expression of the polynomial function P (N) is uniquely determined
by the condition that the expansion of   V
(N)
y (y,t) as y → 0 (c → ∞) coin-
cides with the 2N-th order truncation of (24). Speciﬁc numerical issues
about the (fast) numerical convergence of this approximation are discussed
in Appendix.
5 Analysis of optimal consumption and allo-
cation policies
Having solved for the value function it is easy to proceed to determine the
optimal consumption and asset allocation using feedback formulas. To pro-
vide for a better understanding of the solution obtained and to be able to
relate our results to those existing in the current literature, we introduce
a representation that allows us to get a better intuition of how the agent
”values” his illiquid wealth and how his decisions are related to it.
5.1 Marginal valuation of the illiquid asset


















Figure 1: Marginal utility based price as a function of the ratio 1/z = h/l.
The marginal utility based value of the illiquid asset p is deﬁned as the
liquid amount at which the investor would be willing to sell an inﬁnitesimal
22amount ε of the illiquid asset at time t and is deﬁned by:









The homogeneous representation of the value function, eq.(10), jointly with
eqs.(66) in the Appendix show that p is a function of the state variable
z = l/h and its expression in terms of the reduced value function V (z,t) is
given by:




In the case that the illiquid asset is private equity, the marginal utility based
value of the illiquid asset p(z,t) corresponds to the minimum price the agent
would be willing to receive in order to sell an inﬁnitesimal amount of the
private equity.
For the purpose of comparing our analysis with the existing literature, in
particular with Merton (1971) it is useful to deﬁne:
w(l,h,t) = l + p(z,t)h = h(z + p(z,t)), (35)
w(l,h,t) is the equivalent total liquid wealth if the agent values his illiquid
holding at the marginal value p(z,t). Following Koo (1998) we refer to
w(l,h,t) as implicit total wealth. Using eqs.(66), it is immediate to verify
that:
Proposition 6 V (l,h,t) is concave in the variables (l,h) if and only if
V (z,t) is concave and pz (z,t) > 0 for z > 0.
Since limz−→0+ p(z,t) = 0, the increasing property of p(z,t) implies also
the positivity of the marginal price. Thus a direct numerical veriﬁcation of






 y ∈ (0,yB (t))
and checking the increasing property of pz (z,t).
To gain insight into the results obtained we illustrate our ﬁndings through
a numerical example. Consider an investor with an horizon of 20 years, a
coeﬃcient of risk aversion of γ = 3, and β = 1 who is allocating funds
to a liquid risky asset with an expected rate of return of α = 0.08 and
23volatility σ = 0.15. In addition he holds an illiquid risky asset with a drift
µ = 0.08 and volatility η = 0.20. Even though the illiquid asset can not be
traded, it pays a liquid dividend yield of δ = 0.05. Finally, there is a liquid
riskless asset with a constant interest rate r = 0.03. Observe that within this
numerical example (K1 + K2 − 2K3) = 0.093022, thus τ∗ solves the equation
T − τ∗ = 96.613. Since we analyze an investment which is liquidated over
T = 20 < 96.613 years hence the constraint is always binding for any positive
time to liquidation. In the illustration we consider as liquidity state variable
h/l, the proportion of illiquid wealth per unit of liquid wealth within the
range of parameters where the nominal proportion of illiquid wealth varies
from 0 to 5 times the liquid holdings of the agent. In Table I we report the
parameters we used in the illustration.
Table I. Parameters of the illustrative example
T α σ µ η ρ δ r κ γ β
20 0.08 0.15 0.08 0.2 0.2 0.05 0.03 0.05 3 1
Figure 1 shows the marginal utility based value as a function of liquid-
ity expressed as the proportion of illiquid wealth per unit of liquid wealth,
1/z = h/l, for the parameters given in Table I. When h → 0, p converges to
a constant implying that the investor would be willing to sell at this price
his total illiquid wealth, which at this point becomes an inﬁnitesimal frac-
tion of liquid one (in Section 5 we compute this price). Increasing h/l, p
decreases monotonically, hence the more illiquid the agent, the less valuable
is an inﬁnitesimal share of his illiquid wealth. When h/l → ∞, p converges
to 0.
5.2 Optimal consumption over wealth ratio
For purposes of comparison it is useful to deﬁne the consumption over implicit





where c∗ (l,h,t) = [Vl (l,h,t)]
−1/γ is the expression for optimal consumption
obtained maximizing eqs.(7). An easy veriﬁcation shows that also q is inde-
pendent of h and is a function of z and t only.
In the appendix we prove that the value function can be expressed in
terms of q (z,t) and w(l,h,t) as:


































Figure 2: Consumption over implicit total wealth ratio as a function of 1/z =
h/l
This representation shows that for a ﬁxed value of the state variable z the
value function assumes the standard Merton form, where w(l,h,t) is now the
implicit valuation of the agent total wealth. Similarly, a liquidity constrained
investor will consume a fraction q (z,t) of his implicit total wealth. In Figure 2
we show the value of q as a function of illiquidity 1/z = h/l for the parameters
given in Table I. The limit value of q (z,t) when h → 0 is given by the optimal






































Notice that the value of q (z,t) remains ﬁnite (although not constant) as the
liquid wealth goes to zero, implying that the agent will consume a fraction
of its implicit total wealth, even if he can consume only the liquid asset.
5.3 Optimal allocation strategy
The optimal allocation is obtained by performing the maximization in (8).
Then, expressing the value function in terms of the reduced value function























Figure 3: Fractional allocation to the risky liquid asset as a function of
1/z = h/l.
























Figure 3 shows the fraction of liquid wealth allocated to the liquid risky asset.
When h/l = 1/z → 0, R(z,t) converges to the risk aversion coeﬃcient γ,
hence the ﬁrst term in eq.(38) becomes Merton’s (1971), while the second
term, the intertemporal hedging component induced by the presence of the
illiquid asset, disappears. When h/l → ∞, R(z,t) → 0 therefore when the
agent has a very small amount of liquid wealth, he will invest a large fraction
(the total amount in the limiting case of z → 0) of his liquid holdings in the
risky asset in order to diversify the risk induced by the illiquid asset and to
maximize the probability to avoid the hitting of the zero wealth boundary.
If the boundary is hit, the risky allocation is instantaneously liquidated. In
Regime I the optimal allocation policy for an agent l = 0 would correspond
to a pure riskless asset allocation. Figure 4 shows the allocation to the liquid
risky asset per unit of illiquid wealth. The dollar allocation decreases and
converges to 0 when l → 0, while it diverges when l → ∞.


























Figure 4: Allocation to the liquid risky asset per unit of illiquid wealth as a
function of the 1/z = h/l.
5.4 The individual valuation of illiquid assets and the
price of uninsurable risk
The dual approach that we take allowed us to compute the shadow prices
for consumption or equivalently the marginal rates of substitution which the
agent uses to price both market and the illiquid asset risk. In the region
where the borrowing constraint is not binding, ﬁrst order conditions impose

















The diﬀerential of the Stochastic Discount Factor which determines the
evolution of the marginal utility of consumption can be easily obtained ap-
plying Ito Lemma to the combination: H
−γ































where   R(yt,t) is deﬁned by the feedback formula:
  R(yt,t) = −
  Vy (yt,t)
y  Vyy (yt,t)
.





















Figure 5: Risk adjustment over the non traded source of risk as a function
of 1/z = h/l
It is immediate to separate two contributions σSDF
1 , (α − r)/σ which cor-











depends on the source of risk which cannot be diversiﬁed by trading in the
liquid market. Any choice of σSDF
2 will determine a diﬀerent risk adjusted
processes for cash ﬂows whose evolution depend on the risk source W 2
t and
therefore to diﬀerent valuations of the asset which are illiquid and correlated
with the source W 2
t .
Observe that the expression obtained for σSDF
2 corresponds to the one
discussed in Tepl` a (2000) and in He and Pearson (1991, Th.7, pg.287) in the
context of the martingale duality approach to stochastic portfolio optimiza-
tion in incomplete markets, then we can state:













Proof The theorem is proved in the Appendix.
28Notice that writing the expression for   R(y,t) in terms of the primal state
variable z we get




which allows us to express the risk adjustment σSDF
2 as a function of the liq-
uidity of the agent. In Figure 5 we plot the risk adjustment σSDF
2 per unit of
unspanned volatility η (1 − ρ2)
1/2. In fact unspanned volatility η (1 − ρ2)
1/2
can be considered as a measure of market incompleteness, the larger it is, the
more important the role of non-marketed risks. For a ﬁxed level of unspanned
volatility, we can immediately relate σSDF
2 to the risk aversion of the agent.
When h/l → 0, R(z,t) → γ, thus σSDF
2 → 0 and the agent will value his
illiquid holdings ignoring the non-traded risk.f In the limit when σSDF
2 = 0
only market risks are valued and the corresponding (marginal) value of the
















− δ − r
)
. (41)
This point corresponds to the h/l = 0 limit in Figure 1.
When the agent liquid holdings become small and h/l → ∞ then
R(z,t) → 0, thus σSDF
2 → γη (1 − ρ2)
1/2. This upper bound for σSDF
2 is
reached when the agent only owns the illiquid asset and corresponds to the
risk adjustment on the unspanned source of risk required for the agent to
optimally hold only the illiquid asset (see Gerber and Shiu 2000).
6 Sensitivity analysis
6.1 Consumer choice
Figure 6 and Figure 7 analyze the consumption choices of the agent as a
function of his liquidity for diﬀerent times to the ﬁnal horizon. If no illiquid
asset is held by the agent, h/l = 0, and the standard Merton consumption
over wealth ratio is recovered in both plots. Figure 6, which considers the
consumption per unit of liquid wealth as a function of h/l, shows that an
increase in the proportion of the illiquid asset held by the agent will increase
his consumption almost linearly.
fCollin-Dufresne and Hugonnier (2006) show that this result holds in general semi-
martingale models.






















Figure 6: Consumption over liquid wealth ratio as a function of h/l = 1/z for
diﬀerent times to the ﬁnal horizon. T − t = 20 Dotted, T − t = 10 Dashed,
T − t = 5 Solid, T − t = 1 Bold Dashed.
In Figure 7 we consider consumption per unit of total implicit wealth.
It shows that consumption over implicit total wealth ratio has little varia-
tion as h/l → ∞. Note that consumption increases as the ﬁnal horizon is
approached.
If we interpret the illiquid asset as human wealth (the discounted value
of future labor income) then our ﬁndings can be related to the recent results
in the consumption literature (see e.g. Wang (2006) and references therein).
In particular, under the more realistic assumption of constant relative risk
aversion preferences for the agent, we can analyze and provide analytical
support for both the standard and generalized Friedman (1957) Permanent
Income Hypotheses (PIH) as deﬁned in Wang (2006). Within this framework,
the state variable z determines the fraction of ﬁnancial wealth (cumulative
savings) to human wealth. Assume that the agent values his (implicit) total
wealth w(l,h,t) according to formula (35). Then according to PIH, the





























Figure 7: Consumption over implicit total wealth ratio as a function of h/l =
1/z for diﬀerent times to the ﬁnal horizon, T − t = 20 Dotted, T − t = 10
Dashed, T − t = 5 Solid, T − t = 1 Bold Dashed.
agent will consume a constant fraction of w(l,h,t). Our model supports this
prediction. In fact Figure 7 shows that the ratio of consumption to implicit
total wealth has little variation with respect to the liquidity state of the agent
for h/l suﬃciently large.
Moreover, the diﬀerence between the elasticity of consumption with re-















which shows that the propensity to consume out of ﬁnancial wealth will be
always larger than out of “human wealth”. This is the generalized PIH as
discussed in Wang (2006). The diﬀerence decreases from 1 to 0 as liquidity
decreases.






















Figure 8: Fractional allocation to the risky liquid asset as a function of
z = l/h for diﬀerent levels of correlation ρ, ρ = −0.1 Dashed, ρ = 0.2
Dotted, ρ = 0.6 Solid.
6.2 Allocation choice
Figure 8 analyzes the allocation to the risky liquid asset per unit of liquid
wealth as a function of liquidity, for diﬀerent values of the correlation between
the liquid and the illiquid asset returns. Note that when we increase h the
total wealth of the investor increases also. From the ﬁgure we see that the
allocation to the liquid risky asset increases for negative correlation and also
for moderately positive correlation as well, while for high correlation this
allocation decreases. For suﬃciently low correlation the diversiﬁcation eﬀect
of having the illiquid asset (even if it cannot be traded) increases the optimal
allocation to the liquid risky asset, even to the point of borrowing at the
risk free asset to invest in the liquid risky asset. Only when the correlation
is suﬃciently high and the diversiﬁcation eﬀect of holding the illiquid risky
asset diminishes, does the optimal allocation to the liquid risky asset decrease
when h/l increases. This analysis indicates that the professor, with his labor
income having low correlation with the risky asset (stock market), should
invest more in the risky asset than the stock broker, who has a wage highly
correlated with the market.
Finally, Figure 9 compares the optimal allocation to the risky asset for
diﬀerent levels of risk aversion. As can be seen from the ﬁgure risk aversion
has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on asset allocation: lower risk aversion implying higher





















Figure 9: Fractional allocation to the risky liquid asset as a function of
z = l/h for diﬀerent levels of risk aversion γ, γ = 3.5 Dashed, γ = 3 Solid,
γ = 2.5 Dotted, γ = 2 Bold Dashed.
allocations per unit of liquid wealth to the liquid risky asset. Also, the
sensitivity of the allocation to changes in the relative fraction of illiquid
wealth to liquid wealth decreases as risk aversion increases.
6.3 Optimal consumption when the no borrowing con-
straint is active at zero wealth
When the ﬁnal liquidation of the human capital is suﬃciently close and t >
τ∗, the propensity to consume out of liquid wealth increases inducing the
agent to borrow. On the other hand, when the zero wealth boundary is hit
the consumption smoothing eﬀect disappears completely because liquidity
constraint binds and the optimal choice for the agent is c = δh, i.e. the
agent consumes all the available liquid dividend released from human capital
(the wage) without any precautionary saving. Once the zero wealth boundary
is hit, it becomes a trap for the agent which is constrained not to participate
in the liquid risky asset market and is unable to smooth the eﬀects of income
shocks on consumption.
It is remarkable that the introduction of uninsurable income as dividend
from illiquid human capital generates optimal consumption policies which are
more in line with the empirical ﬁndings and a good starting point to interpret
33household consumption choices even in absence of a proper model of credit
markets. In particular we observe that this liquidity constrained state is
virtually the same found in the analysis of saving and liqudity constraints by
Deaton (1991) where it was shown, in a simpler model of consumer choice,
that the combination of persistent income and binding liquidity constraints
precludes accumulation of assets.
6.4 The participation puzzle and the zero liquid wealth
trap
As previously discussed, market incompleteness induces an implicit borrow-
ing constraint. This constraint is particularly important for an agent with
an high level of human capital and zero liquid wealth. According to our
analysis, the optimal policy for an agent expecting that the ”duration” of
human capital is not too large (smaller than 96.613 years in our choice of
parameters) is not to save and not to participate to the ﬁnancial market,
waiting for the liquidation of the proceeds from human capital. This state
is a ”trap” which can eventually be considered as a potential explanation of
the well known participation puzzle. It is quite remarkable that the higher
the relative size of human capital with respect to the liquid one, the stronger
the eﬀect.
7 Summary and conclusions
We study the problem of optimal asset allocation in the presence of an illiquid
asset. The illiquid asset cannot be traded, but it generates a liquid dividend
that can be consumed or invested in liquid assets. This liquid dividend has
many interpretations depending on the nature of the illiquid asset. An impor-
tant application is when the illiquid asset is human wealth and the dividend
is labor income. There is a vast literature in economics and ﬁnance trying
to understand the eﬀect of stochastic labor income on optimal consumption
and asset allocation. We obtain closed form solution to this problem in the
case of time separable power utility of consumption and terminal wealth.
An important by-product of our analysis is that we derive a valuation
procedure for liquid and illiquid assets. In particular, we are able to compute
the value that the agent assigns to the illiquid asset, that is, the shadow price
of illiquidity. The framework allows, given the preferences of the investor,
to value any contingent claim on the illiquid asset or on both the liquid and
illiquid asset.
It would be interesting to investigate if the approach we have developed
can also be used to solve the optimal asset allocation problem in the presence
34of borrowing and short selling constraints as discussed in general terms by
He and Pages (1993) and Cuoco (1997). In particular, it would be interesting
to study the eﬀect that these constraints have on the value that the agent
assigns to his illiquid asset.
Perhaps the most interesting extension of our analysis from the economic
point of view is market equilibrium. If the risky liquid asset is the market
portfolio, and the illiquid asset of each agent in the economy is its human
wealth, the aggregation problem involves heterogeneous valuations of human
wealth holdings of all the agents in the economy. The possibility of asym-
metric information eﬀects raises the issue of the impact of moral hazard and
adverse selection on such market equilibrium. These extension pose challeng-
ing mathematical problems.
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408 Technical Appendix to the paper "Illiquid
Assets and Optimal Portfolio Choice" by
E. S. Schwartz and C. Tebaldi
8.1 The set of admissible strategies
An admissible strategy is determined by:
• a progressively Ft measurable positive consumption process   c(t) ≥ 0,
0 ≤ t ≤ T such that ∫ t
0
c(τ)dτ < +∞.





that verify the integrability conditions
∫ T
0
   π
B   rdt +
∫ T
0
   π
S   αdt +
∫ T
0
   π
S   2
σ
2dt < ∞.
• The liquid wealth state variable is deﬁned by:










T + HT, (44)
At the ﬁnal time T the investor will optimally leave for bequest his
total liquid wealth, WT which includes the wealth obtained by liquid
investment LT− = limt→T− Lt, and the illiquid wealth, HT, i.e. WT =
LT− + HT.
• The set of ﬁnanceable strategies A(l,h,0) given the initial wealth lev-













τ∈[0,T] granting that the
dynamic budget equation








τ < T (45)
is veriﬁed ∀τ ∈ [0,T] and the ﬁnal wealth is nonnegative W
π,c
T ≥ 0 a.s.
When ρ ̸= ±1 the solvability requirement W
π,c
T ≥ 0 implies that any
admissible strategy must verify Lτ ≥ 0 a.s. otherwise, in the case of interest,
there’s a ﬁnite probability to end at time T with negative wealth W
π,c
T < 0.
41This fact implies that the solvability requirement induces a state con-
straint Lτ ≥ 0 a.s. ∀τ ∈ [0,T], in the stochastic optimization problem. In
the next section we analyze the boundary condition implied by this state
constraint. Dybvig and Huang (1988) prove that the presence of the nonneg-
ativity constraint is suﬃcient to grant that the set of admissible strategies is
free from arbitrage opportunities.
8.2 The boundary condition when h = 0.
Standard Merton model is recovered if h = 0. Since the illiquid wealth state
variable has a lognormal evolution, the state Ht = 0 is never reached if the
initial level h > 0.
8.3 The computation of the constrained maximum at
the boundary z = 0
In order to determine the constrained maximum problem for consumption at
z = 0:
F0 (yB (t)) = max
δ≥c≥0
[




let us introduce the Lagrangian:
L(p1,p2,c) = −(c − δ)yB (t) +
c1−γ
1 − γ
− p1 (−c) − p2 (c − δ)
the corresponding Kuhn Tucker conditions are:
c
−γ − yB (t) + p1 − p2 = 0
p1c = 0
c ≥ 0, p1 ≤ 0
p2 (δ − c) = 0
c − δ ≤ 0, p2 ≥ 0
and the possible solutions are:
• c > 0 and δ > c then p1 = 0 and p2 = 0;
• c = 0 and δ = c then p1 < 0 and p2 > 0;
• c > 0 and δ = c then p1 = 0 and p2 > 0;






hence the ﬁrst order conditions imply:
c
−γ = β − p1 + p2
Since β > 0, p1 ≤ 0, p2 ≥ 0 then the optimal consumption solution c > 0 is
always strictly positive and thus the constraint c ≥ 0 is never binding and
p1 = 0.
If the constraint c ≤ δ is non-binding, then conditions c−γ = β and c < δ
are to be veriﬁed, hence β > δ
−γ.
On the contrary if
β ≤ δ
−γ
holds, then the slack solution
(
cf)−γ = β implies cf = β
−γ ≥ δ violating the
constraint c ≤ δ. Hence when β ≤ δ








−γ − β > 0
In our analysis it is assumed the condition β ≤ δ
−γ (see Condition A). From
an economic point of view this condition is motivated by the assumption
that the utility form ﬁnal liquidation (bequest) is substantially larger than
the utility from current consumption.
The maximization for t < T
The analytical expression of the boundary yB (t) which is determined by
Theorem 2 (see next section) and Kuhn Tucker conditions select the following
solutions:
• the solution is internal if
yB (t) = β exp[(K1 + K2 − 2K3)(T − t)] > δ
−γ
then c = yB (t)
−1/γ and yB (t)
−1/γ < δ.
• the constraint binds if
yB (t) ≤ δ
−γ
and the solution will be:
c = δ
p2 (t) = δ
−γ − yB (t)
−1/γ > 0
43Assuming that (K1 + K2 − 2K3) ≥ 0, β ≤ δ
−γ (see Condition A), the
inequality yB (t) ≤ δ
−γ will hold at any time t such that
(T − t) ≤
1






















For example in the numerical example is given by:
1
















and, since T = 30, τ∗ = max{0,30 − 96.613}.
The condition (K1 + K2 − 2K3) > 0 imposes that the marginal utility
of scaled consumption at zero wealth is decreasing with respect to time.
This condition, jointly with β ≥ δ
−γ, imply that the liquid value of the
illiquid asset grows with time.
In conclusion, on the basis of the above discussion, we can guess that




−1/γ t < τ∗
δ τ∗ ≤ t < T
and imposes to assume a reﬂecting boundary condition for the state
variable zt if the zero wealth boundary is hit before time τ∗. In fact it
is optimal to consume less than the total dividend thus the agent will
save and exit from zt = 0 state will be instantaneous. On the contrary
if the zero boundary is hit after time τ∗, it is necessary to assume
a killing boundary since it is optimal to consume the whole dividend
ct = δ and wait the ﬁnal liquidation without saving riskfree asset and
without participating to the stock market.
8.4 Proof of Theorem 2
The ﬁrst step toward the statement of the veriﬁcation result is the determi-
nation of the explicit equation for the optimal boundary yB (t).
The ODE for the boundary yB (t)
44From the reduced HJB equation for the primal problem we compute the
PDE which describes the evolution of y (z,t) = Vz (z,t) getting:









2Vzzz (z,t) + F
′ (Vz (z,t))Vzz (z,t), (47)
On the other hand admissibility imposes zero investment in the risky asset at
the boundary z = 0, i.e. limz→0+ Vz (z,t)/Vzz (z,t) = 0. Then the limiting












−1/γ (z,t) − δ
)



















dzt + (K1 + K2 − 2K3)y (zt,t)dt
}
= 0
{dy (zt,t) + (K1 + K2 − 2K3)y (zt,t)dt} = 0
Hence the unique deterministic evolution of the boundary point yB (t) =
limz→0+ Vz (z,t) which can be obtained as a limiting expression of the reduced




yB (t) = −(K1 + K2 − 2K3)yB (t)
Assumption of continuity w.r.t to time (see Condition A) of Vz (z,t) as t →
T − determines the boundary condition:
yB (T) = β
Observe that in the case y−1/γ (z,t) < δ the constraint on maximum scaled
consumption determined by the No Borrowing constraint is not active and
cB (t) = y
−1/γ
B (0,t), thus the optimal consumption feedback policy is right
continuous in the limit z → 0+. Consider now the case y
−1/γ
B (0,t) > δ, then
at z = 0, the constraint on maximum consumption is active, and the optimal
scaled consumption feedback function is discontinuous, in fact:
cB (t) = y
−1/γ
B (t) = lim
z→0+ V
−1/γ
z (z,t) > δ
which implies that in correspondence to the hitting of the z = 0 barrier the
optimal level of consumption must drop discontinuously to δ and the diﬀusion
process has to be killed collapsing onto the state zt = 0, c = δ.
45The verication that V (z,t) solves the reduced maximization
problem.
To prove that the function V (z,t) deﬁned by eq.s (28, 29) is the solution
to the reduced primal maximization problem we apply the dual veriﬁcation
result stated in Theorem 5.1 in Pham and Mnif (2001) which extended to
the incomplete market setup the procedure of He and Pag` es (1991) and El
Karoui and Jeanblanc (1997).
The ﬁrst step of this procedure is the formulation and the solution of the
dual stochastic mixed regular/singular minimization problem. In the present
framework it turns possible to solve the dual minimization problem using a
standard dynamic programming veriﬁcation argument which shows that the
solution to the HJB variational inequality (16):
  V (y,t) y ∈ Dt






, V B (t) t ∈ [τ∗,T)
(48)
veriﬁes the dynamic programming principle:





















  V (y,T) = y − β
1/γyb
b
y ∈ DT , (0,β] (49)
The general characterization of the dual domain Yloc granting existence of the
minimizer has been given in Karatzas and Zitkovic (2003) and proves that the
admissible state processes Yt are in the class of nonnegative supermartingale
processes. In the present Markovian framework it is not restrictive to assume















y0 = y ∈ (0,yB (0)) t ∈ [0,ζ ∧ T)
where the coeﬃcients µ(y,t) and σSDF
1 (y,t), σSDF
2 (y,t) are assumed to be
bounded. The process Yt is factorized as Yt = MtY
f
t , where Y
f
t is a regular
process and Mt is a singular process which is used to implement the reﬂect-
ing boundary conditions, while ζ (ω) is an absorption stopping time for the
diﬀusion at yB (t) and ζ ∧ T = min{ζ,T}. The stopping time ζ (ω) > 0
has to be considered as part of the control speciﬁcation and is necessary to
take into account the possible admissible strategies corresponding to a dif-
fusion which exits from the state space (0,yB (t)) at ζ (ω) and is absorbed
46to the state y = δ
−γ > yB (t) where it remains for the entire period [ζ,T):
limt→ζ− yt = yB (ζ), and yt (ω) = δ
−γ, ζ (ω) ≤ t < T.
The construction of the feedback expression of the optimal dual state
process, which is denoted with the small letter yt is detailed in Proposition
3.
Under the smoothness assumptions implied by Condition A, application
of the generalized Ito Lemma implies:



































=   V (yt,t) +
∫ T
t










and taking the conditional expectation it is proved that   V (yt,t) solution to
the HJB variational inequality (16) veriﬁes eq.(49).
Having determined the solution to the dual problem, all the hypotheses
are veriﬁed and the dual veriﬁcation result of Theorem 5.1 in Pham and Mnif
(2001) can be applied. This implies that the duality relations (12,28) hold,
hence V (z,t) is uniquely determined by the dual value function   V (y,t) (48).
Given uniqueness of the solution V (z,t) to the reduced problem, then the
value function V (l,h,t) = h1−γV (z,t) solves the original stochastic opti-
mization problem.
8.5 Proof of Proposition 3
Complementary slackness condition at the saddle point imply that the unique
solution for µ(y,t) and σSDF
1 (y,t) is given by:






The optimal expression of the regular process Y
f
t requires the determination
of the volatility coeﬃcient σSDF
2 (y,t). Following the argument of He and
Pearson (1991) and the computation detailed in the proof of Corollary 6, it





2K4   R(y,t) =
√
2K4
  Vy (y,t)
y  Vyy (y,t)
(51)
47can be interpreted as the feedback expression obtained by the minimization of
the uninsurable component of risk that drives the shadow prices of consump-
tion. The optimal expressions for the singular controls Mt and ζ are uniquely
selected by the condition that the system of optimal dual shadow prices is
compatible with the borrowing constraint in the primal problem. The dy-
namics and the optimal policies when the constraint is active can be derived
by constraining the state space of the diﬀusion to the region (0,yB (t)). Then
the behavior of the diﬀusion must be completed with a classiﬁcation of the
boundary behavior when the process approaches the boundaries yt → 0 and
yt → yB (t). This can be done through an application of the Feller classiﬁca-
tion of one dimensional diﬀusion boundaries.
Condition (20) and the limiting expression of the coeﬃcients (50, 51)
imply:
Proposition 8 Assume Condition A and let condition (20) hold, then
starting from y ∈ (0,yB (t)) t ≤ T, the probability that yt reaches y = 0 is
zero, while there’s a ﬁnite probability to reach yB (t). Hence according to the
Feller classiﬁcation y = 0 is a ”natural boundary” while yB (t) is ”regular”.
Proof Straightforward application of Feller classiﬁcation criteria pro-
duces the result. End Proof
According to Feller theory, the speciﬁcation of boundary conditions is
required only for regular boundaries, hence the deﬁnition of the process yt
must be completed with the determination of the boundary conditions at
yB (t).
The type of boundary condition to be imposed as yt → yB (t) are de-
termined by the lateral conditions on the dual value function which were
assumed in the veriﬁcation theorem or, equivalently, by the analysis of the
admissible optimal allocation and consumption policies for an agent in the
limiting situation of z → 0. The classiﬁcation goes as follows:
• Consider ﬁrst the Regime I, t < τ∗. The optimal control policy is
consistent with an instantaneously reﬂecting boundary condition for
yt.
If K3 ̸= 0, then limy→y−
B(t)σ2 (y,t) = 2K3y2
B (t) ̸= 0 and a singular con-
trol action must be exerted to ”regulate” the process yt and constrain
its evolution to stay within the admissible state space. Repeating the
considerations of He and Pag` es (1991) and extending their approach to
the incomplete market setup, the candidate optimal dynamics for the























t = 0 if yt ∈ Dt = (0,yB (t))
The last equation speciﬁes that the process M∗
t remains constant if
yt ∈ Dt, while it has a ﬁnite instantaneous variation when the critical
boundary yB (t) is hit. In fact the computation of the (generalized)

















where I{yt<yB(t)} denotes the indicator function of the event
{yt < yB (t)}. The term Lyt (yB (t)) is the local time of the process
yt at the boundary yB (t). It is required to take into account that the
function g (x) = max{yB (t),x} is not diﬀerentiable at yB (t). Hence
drift and diﬀusion coeﬃcients describe the local evolution of the process










is the singular component granting that the process yt is reﬂected at the
upper critical boundary yB (t). The possibility to ﬁnd a pair of processes
(Mt,yt) which implement the reﬂecting boundary condition or, in a
more mathematical terminology, which solve the Skorohod problem, is
granted by an application of the Th. 5.4 pg. 83 of Oksendal and Sulem
(2006).
As explained in He and Pag` es (1991) the process M∗
t determines the
contribution to the shadow prices generated by the liquidity constraint.
If K3 = 0 then by condition (20) σ2 (y,t) → 0 as yt → yB (t) then the
optimal shadow price process is given by:
dyt
yt
= −(K1 + K2)dt +
√
2K4
  Vy (yt,t)




When the process yt reaches the barrier yB (t), it is instantaneously
reﬂected back into the region y < yB (t) since the conditions on param-
eters grant that (K1 + K2) > 0. No singular control policy is required.
49• Regime II, t ≥ τ∗. Let τt (ω) be the ﬁrst time the process started at
time t hits the barrier yB (t′) after time τ∗, t′ > τ∗:
τ
B (ω) = inf
{
τ ≥ 0 : τ
∗ < τ ≤ T, lim
τ′→τ− yτ′ (ω) = yB (τ)
}
(53)
with the convention that inf {∅} = T. Then the diﬀusion yt is still
determined by eq.(52) but it is stopped at τB (ω). Hence the state
space of the diﬀusion is given by
yt (ω) ∈ (0,yB (t)) τ
∗ ≤ t < τ
B (ω)
the process yt is killed when the boundary is hit and yt jumps to the
”cemetery” state y = δ
−γ where it remains until the ﬁnal liquidation
time T :
yt (ω) = δ
−γ τ
B (ω) ≤ t < T
yT (ω) = β
Hence in Regime II the state space for the process of yt, τ∗ < t < T













isolated point since δ
−γ > yB (t).
8.6 Proof of Theorem 5
The next Lemma proves the ﬁrst part of the Theorem.
Lemma 9 Consider the following rescaling of variables:
  δ1 (T − t) = δ exp
[




  ct = ct exp
[




  z (  c,T − t) = z (c,t)exp[(K2 + 2K4)(T − t)]
Then scaled consumption evolves like a time changed Bessel process with state
space [1,+∞) and boundary 1:


















ν (  cs,T − s)ds t ≤ τ
B (ω)






  z (  c,T − s)
  c  ze c (  c,T − s)
)2]
50The time change does not change the classiﬁcation of boundaries, hence
the boundary 1 is reﬂecting for 0 < t < τB (ω) and killing at the ﬁrst





γ (T − t)
]
, τB (ω) ≤ t < T.
Proof Recall that a stochastic time change is the transformation in-
duced on a diﬀusion process by changing the ”clock”, i.e. introducing a new
(stochastic) parametrization of time. We refer to standard probability text-
books for the rigorous deﬁnition of the time change transformation, see e.g.
Rogers and Williams (2000), and simply recall the basic property which is
relevant to state our result: consider a diﬀusion process described by the
stochastic diﬀerential equation
dXt = µ(Xt)dt + σ (Xt)dBt
then a stochastic time change is an increasing positive right continuous pro-
cess t → Φt. Assuming Φt to have an absolutely continuous density, say
n(Xt), such that:




then a time change of the diﬀusion process Xt is a new diﬀusion process Y,
such that at any time t, Φt is a stopping time for Y and
Yt = Xt
almost surely. Then, using the scaling property of the Brownian motion,
it is possible to prove that the stochastic diﬀerential equation for the time








d   B
where   B is a Brownian Motion with respect to the time parameter Φ. Direct
application of the above formula assuming Φt = φt and n(  ct) = ν (  ct,T − t),
proves that the optimal consumption process can be time changed to a Bessel
process. The time changed process with state space limited to [1,+∞) can be
considered a skewed Bessel process. The formal construction and deﬁnition
of this process can be found in Decamps, Goovaerts and Schoutens (2004,
2006). End Proof
In order to prove the second part of the theorem, let us brieﬂy recall some
basic properties of conformal mappings:
51Lemma 10 (Donoghue 1974) Let H ={Z = ReZ + iImZ : ImZ > 0} a
conformal mappings ϕ : H →H, i.e. an analytic univalent mapping of the
upper half complex plane in itself has the following properties
1. the Pick integral representation:






b0 = b0, b1 ≥ 0 and ν is a ﬁnite nonnegative Borel measure on R;
2. its Laurent expansion at inﬁnity is given by:
ϕ(Z)
Z→+∞





with bn ∈ R. A simple transformation allows to introduce the so called













3. Conformal functions forms a semigroup with respect to composition,
i.e. if ϕ1, ϕ2 are conformal maps, then ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2 is conformal.
Let ΦH be the set of inverse conformal transformations. Also this set of
transformations forms a semigroup: to each pair of elements g1,g2 ∈ ΦH swe







)−1. Lagrange inversion formula proves
that also the element of g ∈ ΦH has a Laurent expansion (54) which can be
hydrodynamically normalized.
Proof of the regularity result:   z (  c,τ) ∈ ΦH, ∀τ ∈ [0,T]
The proof of the second part of the theorem is easily obtained as an ex-
tension of an argument discussed in Bernard and Bauer (2002, 2003). These
authors prove that the Bessel process induces a stochastic ﬂow in the space
of maps belonging to ΦH and hydrodynamically normalized at ∞. The ar-
gument is essentially the following: let F (c,T) be a germ of an analytic






52then for any g ∈ ΦH, it is possible to deﬁne an operator γg acting on F
γgF = F ◦ g.


















+ dBt c0 = c, (55)
the random stochastic ﬂow ct (c,ω) associated to the SDE is the application
which maps the initial condition c to the terminal one ct along path ω.
The random stochastic ﬂow deﬁned by the Bessel SDE can be expanded
at c → +∞:
ct (c,ω)
c→+∞





where γ0 (t) = Bt (ω) and γn (t) are random processes independent from c0.
Their stochastic evolution is uniquely determined inserting (56) in the SDE
(55) imposing that the SDE holds independently from the value of c. Then










0 dt + dBt








0 , p1 = 0,p2 = 1,
pn ({γn (t)}) = −
n−2 ∑
i=1
γi (t)pn−i ({γn (t)})
The possibility to expand the stochastic ﬂow of a Bessel process in such a







































and are well known to be the inﬁnitesimal generators of the conformal trans-
formations. Each generator Ln spans the subspace of conformal maps corre-
sponding to the coeﬃcient γn (t)c1−n. The Virasoro Algebra generators are
known to correspond to the inﬁnitesimal generators for a semigroup of com-
position operators within the class of inverse conformal functions. Similarly,
application of Ito lemma implies:
dF (ct (c0)) = AF (ct (c0))dt + F
′ (ct (c0))dBt
which can be rewritten in symbolic notation as:


















and this formula shows that the stochastic ﬂow γct generated by A is a one
parameter stochastic sub-semigroup acting on F by composition as follows:
γc · F = F (cτ (c0,ω))
and the stochastic ﬂow of a Bessel process can be interpreted as a one pa-
rameter sub-semigroup of the semigroup generated by the Virasoro Algebra
of inverse conformal mappings γg, g ∈ ΦH with an analytic expansion of the
form (54) and hydrodynamic normalization at ∞.
The stochastic evolution of F (cτ (c0,ω),τ) can be rewritten as a stochas-
tic evolution for the coeﬃcients fn of its analytic expansion of F at ∞.
Correspondingly the martingale condition:
∂
∂τ
F (c,τ) + AF (c,τ) = 0
determines a deterministic evolution equation in the manifold of inverse con-
formal functions. These functions are parametrized by the asymptotic coef-




n fn (τ)c1−n. In addition, a group
theoretical construction analyzed by Bauer and Bernard (2003) shows that
the equations which determine fn (τ) have a hierarchical triangular structure.
Hence, provided that F (c,0) ∈ ΦH, the solution to the boundary value prob-
lem generated by the martingale problem (57) can be reduced to an inﬁnite
hierarchy of ODE for the coeﬃcients fn (τ) which parametrize a family of
inverse conformal mappings.
54It will be proved that the same property holds for the non linear boundary
value problem (34).
First of all it is easy to show that (34) can be restated as a boundary value
problem in a space of inverse conformal maps hydrodynamically normalized
at   c = +∞. In fact observe that without loss of generality, the change of











  zc (  c,τ) +
1
2
  zcc (  c,τ)
)
ν (  c,τ) = 0






  z (  c,τ)
  c  ze c (  c,τ)
)2]
(58)




  z (  c,τ) = 0 lim
e c→e c+
B=e c′(1)
  zc (  c,τ) = 0 lim
e c→e c+
B=e c′(1)
  z (  c,τ)
  c  zc (  c,τ)
= 0
Solutions to (58) can be assumed to be hydrodynamically normalized map-
pings in ΦH. Direct substitution of the series expansion solution (25) for
  z (  c,τ) in eq.s (58) shows that the solution family has an asymptotic ex-
pansion compatible with the property that the functions   z (  c,τ) are inverse
conformal functions, i.e.   z (  c,τ) ∈ ΦH and suggests to interpret the boundary
value problem eq.(58) as a martingale problem with respect to time changed
Bessel process. In fact eq.s (58) and (57) are related by a simple change of
time scale. The martingale problem deﬁned by eq.s (58) is given by:
  C
f
t = f (  ct) − f (  c0) −
∫ t
0
Af (  cs)ν (  cs,T − s)ds Ft − martingale (59)





−1 (  cs,T − s)ds,
then
αt = inf {u : au > t}
is a stopping time. The change of variables   ct = καt implies
C
f
αt = f (καt) − f (κ0) −
∫ αt
0
Af (κs)ds Fαt − martingale (60)
which is the martingale problem for a standard Bessel process.
Since the initial element of the solution family is an element of ΦH,
  z (  c,0) =   c, provided the existence of a bounded stochastic time density
55ν (  c,τ) which maps (59) onto (60), it is possible to conclude that the func-
tions which solve the martingale problem generated by eq.(58) are still inverse
conformal functions, i.e. belong to ΦH.
The characterization of the time change is complicated by the fact that
the stochastic time density ν (  c,τ) is determined by the solution   z (  c,τ), i.e.
it is in feedback form. Thanks to the assumption K3 ̸= 0,the function ν (  c,τ)
is bounded and diﬀerent from 0, if and only if Ee z , (  z (  c,τ)/  c  ze c (  c,τ)) is
bounded. Now we prove that Ee z is bounded for any   z ∈ ΦH which solves
(58). By deﬁnition Ee z is positive, tends to 0 for   c → 0+ and converges to 1
as   c → +∞. In addition, if   z (  c,τ) ∈ ΦH, then its inverse function   c(  z,τ) is
a conformal function, hence matrix monotone of any order in (0,+∞). This
implies (see Donoghue 1974 pg.86) that the derivative function   cz (  z,t) is
completely monotone, i.e. (−1)
n dn
dzn  cz (  z,τ) ≥ 0, ∀n ≥ 1, hence   czz (  z,τ) < 0
and   cz is decreasing. The ratio   z/  c(  z,τ) is increasing when Ee z < 1, decreas-
ing when Ee z > 1, in fact:
  z
[




  c(  z,τ)
  z
=
  z  cz (  z,τ)
  c(  z,τ)
− 1 = Ee z − 1
In conclusion the coeﬃcient Ee z is positive, it is the product of an decreas-
ing function multiplied by a function increasing in the region Ee z < 1, and
decreasing in the region Ee z > 1. Hence lime c→0+Ee z = 0+, Ee z is positive and
cannot increase beyond 1, then we can conclude that it is bounded.
Having proved that the time change density ν is bounded, we have shown
that the family   z (  c,τ) solves a martingale problem for a time changed Bessel
process, with initial condition in ΦH, and it is possible to conclude   z (  c,τ) ∈
ΦH, ∀τ ∈ [0,T].
Verication of Condition A
Notice that   z (  c,τ) ∈ ΦH is the inverse of a conformal function which is
matrix monotone, hence it is monotonic increasing and inﬁnitely diﬀeren-
tiable with respect to   c and ﬁrst order diﬀerentiable with respect to time.
These properties imply that   V (y,t) has all the regularity properties claimed
in Condition A. In addition the coeﬃcient   R(y,t) is bounded by γ:
  R(y,t) ,
−  Vy (y,t)
y  Vyy (y,t)
= γ
  z (  c,τ)
  c  ze c (  c,τ)
< γ
Given the above conclusions, Condition A is veriﬁed and application
of Proposition 1 determines uniquely a convex   V (y,t) and by duality
V (z,t) which is the unique solution to the reduced HJB. Then V (l,h,t) =
h1−γV (z,t) solves the original stochastic optimization problem.
568.7 Numerical determination of the dual value func-
tion and of its domain.
We will show that after the insertion of eq.(22), the HJB equation (16) be-
comes equivalent to a system of linear ODE with respect to time.
8.7.1 The zero order term








B0 (t) = −a0B0 (t) +
1
b
































this term corresponds to the standard Merton solution which would be exact
in absence of the illiquid asset (see equation 37). This equation is a linear
non homogenous ODE and can be explicitly solved:
B0 (t) =
{
















8.7.2 First order term
Repeating the procedure for the terms proportional to y we get an ODE for
d
dt
B1 (t) = −a1B1 (t) − δ
B1 (T) = +1,
where (see equation 41):






− (µ − δ − r)
)
,
and correspondingly the solution will be










578.7.3 N-th order correction
In this section we derive from the dual HJB a hierarchy of ODE for the
coeﬃcients Bn (t) which can be recursively solved. As a ﬁrst step we guess
that the dual value function can be written as:











Now we derive the hierarchy of ODE equations for ϕ(x,t) obtained from the
dual HJB. First of all we express the operators y ∂
∂y and y2 ∂2
∂y2 in terms of the
number operator N := x ∂























































in the homogeneous version of the
dual HJB and factoring the term y2b it is immediate to verify that the equa-
tion for ϕ(x,t) can be rewritten in terms of the number operator N as:








DNϕ(x,t) − K4 [CNϕ(x,t)]
2 = 0,







58in eq.(61) and imposing that the coeﬃcient of the monomial xm vanishes for
any m:
0 = ⟨x







































where ∆i,j denotes the Kronecker symbol, deﬁned by: ∆i,j = 1 if i = j,
∆i,j = 0 if i ̸= j. The inﬁnite hierarchy of ODE equations Hm = 0, m ∈ N,
can be put in normal form as stated in the following
Proposition 11 ∀N ∈ N, the system of ODE equations:
Hm = 0, m = 0,1,2,..,N,
is equivalent to the set of equations:






















n+1,l+1 : = Dn−lBn−l (t), n ≥ l Tp
(N)
n+1,l+1 = 0, n < l,
G
(N)
n+1,l+1 : = Cn−lBn−l (t), n ≥ l G
(N)
n+1,l+1 = 0, n < l,
Tp
(N),G
(N) ∈ M (R)(N+1)×(N+1)
v
(N)
l+1 : = ClBl (t), l = 0,...,N.
59Proof Note that in matrix-vector notation the system of ODE equations





(N) = 0, (62)
where · denotes the matrix product and:
w
(N)





Tp(N) is an invertible matrix, in fact it is triangular and along the main
diagonal TPi,i = D0B0 (t) which is diﬀerent from 0 for any t ∈ [0,T]. Hence















and the claim follows. 
Note that the equations for N = 0 and N = 1 correspond to those ob-
tained in the previous sections. If we consider the equation for the coeﬃcient
of order N ≥ 2, then the equation to be satisﬁed by BN (t) is given by:









B0 (T) = −1/b, B1 (T) = 1, Bn (T) = 0 2 ≤ n ≤ N.
This system of equations is highly non linear due to the last term.
A crucial property is that the set of ODE can be recursively solved. In
fact, consider the ODE equation to be satisﬁed by the highest order coeﬃcient
BN (t) given the coeﬃcients {Bn (t)}n=0,...,N−1: this is a linear equation in
BN (t) which does not involve higher order coeﬃcients BN
′ (t), N′ > N. In
fact at level N ≥ 2 the equation will be:











60and extracting from the last summation the terms which contain BN we get:








































N+1,1 = 0, (Tp)
(N)∗
m+1,n+1 = (Tp)m+1,n+1 (m,n) ̸= (N,0)
G
(N)∗




m+1,n+1 (m,n) ̸= (N,0)
v
(N)∗
N+1 = 0, v
(N)∗
l+1 = ClBl l ̸= N.
Then the linear ODE to be solved is:
∂BN (t)/∂t = −aNBN (t) + K4f
(N) (t)


































The general solution to this equation will be:






In order to identify the solution it is necessary to impose the boundary
conditions. This can be easily done imposing the condition that the Taylor
coeﬃcients of the function z (c,t) expanded around cB (t) are zero.
8.8 Accuracy of the numerical determination of the
dual value function.
In the region of convergence the determination of   V (y,20) is largely inde-
pendent from N for N > 10. The coeﬃcients of the series converge to zero
exponentially fast. Within the numerical accuracy of double precision, the
value of the numerical determination is independent from the truncation or-
der.







































Figure 10: Dual Value function and its derivative with respect to y (dotted
line)
8.9 Computation of partial derivatives
Vt (l,h,t) = −κh
1−γV (z,t) + h
1−γVt (z,t), (66)
V (l,h,t) = h
1−γV (z,t),
Vl (l,h,t) = h
−γVz (z,t),
Vll (l,h,t) = h
−γ−1Vzz (z,t),
Vh (l,h,t) = h
−γ [(1 − γ)V (z,t) − zVz (z,t)],
Vhh (l,h,t) = h
−γ−1 [




Vlh (l,h,t) = −h
−γ−1 [γVz (z,t) + zVzz (z,t)].
8.10 Proof of equation (36)
If we deﬁne q as:
q :=
[
(1 − γ)V (l,h,t)























Figure 11: A numerical determination of yB (t) under the parametric condi-
tions given in Table 1.
homogeneity of V implies that q is a function of z and t only, hence we can
represent V (l,h,t) and V (z,t) as:




V (z,t) = q (z,t)




By eq. (7) optimal consumption is given by:
c
∗ (l,h,t)
−γ = Vl (l,h,t) = h
−γVz (z,t),
and by the deﬁnition of p(z,t) :




−γ (z + p(z))
−γ ,














638.11 Proof of equation (38)











and applying eqs.(66) we obtain:
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and using the deﬁnition of R(z,t) we conclude.
8.12 Proof of Corollary 6
The proof is an immediate consequence of He and Pearson (1991) Th.7
and similar to Proposition 1 in Tepl` a (2000). Th.7 states the following:
let l(λ,h,t) be the liquid wealth considered as a function of h, t and
λ = Vl (l,h,t), the conjugate variable of l, then following feedback repre-
sentation for the the volatility of the SDF, i.e. optimal risk adjustment on
W 2












Since we apply duality to the reduced value function V (z,t), and to the
rescaled liquid wealth z = l/h, it is straightforward to prove that homogeneity
implies the relation: λ = yh−γ. In terms of reduced variable y and h, the
























  Vy (y,t)







648.13 Proof of equation (42)
Optimal consumption is given by (7) hence: c∗ (l,h,t) = [Vl (l,h,t)]
−1/γ. In
terms of the state variables h, z and t we have:
l(h,z,t) = hz
c
∗ (l(z,h,t),h,t) = hVz (z,t)
−1/γ .














































hence by eq.(39) we can conclude:
l
c∗ (l,h,t)
∂c∗ (l,h,t)
∂l
−
h
c∗ (l,h,t)
∂c∗ (l,h,t)
∂h
=
R(z)
γ
.
65